
 

 

 

  

 

1.3.3 Percentage of students undertaking field projects/ internships (current year data) 
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Tulsiramji Gaikwad-Patil College of

Wardha Road, NagPur-44

NPAC Accredited

Engineering & TechnologY

1 108

rtment of Electrical Engineering

NOTESHEET

Date:2,1.01.2019

D

Depa

Approval for the Field Visit at Power Grid, Deoli, Wardha:

This is to bring to your kind concem that the department has organised a field visit at

76514001200 kV Substation of PGCIL, Deoli in Wardha. The students of final and pre-final

year are eligible for the visit. The site is approx. ll0 kms from Nagpur'

Kindly grant a permission for the visit as it would enhance the technical capabilitl ol the

students

H.O. ectrical Engineering

HOD
Deoarlment of Electrical Engineeri' r
lulsiramil Gaikvlad Pa+J! Gollegr '
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# Tulsiramji Gaikwad-Patil College of Engineering & Technology

Wardha Road, Nagpur441 108

NAAC Accredited

Department of Eleclrical Engineering

NOTICE

Date:03.02.2019

This is to inform all the students ofthe final and final year students that Industrial Visit is

organized at "765/4001220 kV PGCIL Substatioq,

should attend the Visit.

Reporting Time: 8.30 am in the college premises.

ardha" on 16.02.2019. All the students
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To

Shri Radhararnan Shaha,
HoD (Electrical Engg' DePt.)

Tulsiranrji Gaikwad Patil College of Engineering and Technology

I\Iohagaon, Wardha Rd, Nagpur, Maharashtra 441108

45 Students & 02 Slaff Members

Date:18.01.2019

B.E. Electrical Engineering
(Final Year)

Sub. : Pcrmission for visit ofSludents ofyour esleemed institute.

Dear Sir.

Kindly refer to your communicarion dated 29.1 I .2018, seeking permission for undertaking visit for

rhe following student of your esteemed institute in POWERGRID.

Namc of the Student Branch/Yea r

In this regard, we are pleased to inform that permission has been granted to the above student to undcrtake

Fie ld-visii in the said discipline from 16.02.2e 19 in POWERGRID - Wardha Ss at follorving lo.'ation

POWT],R CRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED
'?6514001220 kV Sub Station, Wardha

Plol No. D- l , MIDC Are4 Deoli,
Dcoli- 442 l0l, (Ph. No. 071 58-217958)

It rnay be noted that POWERGRID will not bear any financial burden in course of such training at .rny point

ol'tinie nor shall we have any commitment towards the studens in future. Further, the studcnt will be rcquircd

to rake sp€cific safety prccautions during the trdning period. It is funher stated that the training is being

undertaken on the requeit of the above mintioned institute and the institulc shall be solely responsiblc for any

unforeseen evcnt leading to injury/loss of lifc ctc. and keep POWERGRID indemnified from all clairnsrrisks

whatsoever.

You are requested to contact Shri Anilbabu G. Naik, (GM), wardha-ss (9422811664) in this natter at thc

above mentioned address.

Thanking You, Yours firithfull

D.
.G. Kulliarni)

Sr. DGM (Hn)
. I ::{'t (hd.A;ilbabu c. Naik, (cM), wardha'ss

rtnn 4lir a'rqfiiq {r-g tfl $e.{tF-fl 110016 {fiI4 28580075, 011-26560054 wwwporol0rldl'ldla com

Roo d.Ofil ce: B-9. Outab lnslrlulonelAroa, Kat\ a ria ssrai, N€w O6lhr -110016 T61 0
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Field Visit: 755/4OO2OO kV PGCIL, Deoli Wardha

Oate:16.02.2019
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Field Visit-Power Grid Corporation India ltd., Deoli  (Date: 16-02-2019) 
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Field V'isit Report

qq-tfsrs

Power Grid Corporation of India Limited
(A (;or t. of India Enterprise)

7 65 I 400 /220' kV Sub-Station
I'lot No.D-1, MIDC, Deoli, Dist. Wardha.

Subrnitted in Partial Fulfilment of the Requirement for the Awgrd ol thc
Degree in

[:lectrical Engineeri ng

Subrnitted by

Mr. Pushpak Y. Paunikar Mr. Vargesh Y. Khadgi

Mr. Raj C. Salame

(Session 20I8-2019)



1. Introduction

This report is regarding the industrial visit to "Power Grid Corporation of Indra Limited

76514001220 kV Substation MIDC, Deoli, Dist. Wardha" on 16-02-2019'

The Power Grid corporation of India Limited (PoWERGRID), is an Indian state-

owned electric utilities company headquartered in Gurugram, India. Power grid transmits

about 50% of the total power generated in India on its transmission network. Its fornrer

subsidiary company, Power Sl,stem Operation Corporation Limited (POSOCO) handles power

management for National Grid and all state transmission utilities. Power grid also operates a

telecom business underthe name POWERTEL. Shri Ravi p. Singh serves as the Chairman and

Managing Director of the company.

Hon'ble Ljnion Minister of Power Shri Sushilkumar Shinde dedicatbd the 4001220 kV Wardha

sub-station of power grid to the Nation on 9th January, 201 I at Wardha, Maharashtra in thc

presence of Shri Ranj it Kamble, Hon'ble Minister ol'State for Water Suppll' & Srttitaliotr.

Maharashtra, Dr. M. Ravi Kanth, Joint Secretary (Transmission), Ministry of Power, Shri S.

K. Chaturvedi, CMD, power grid and other dignitaries. Hon'blc Mirrislel of Po*'cr also llitl
the foundation stone of 765 kV Wardha Substation and 1200 kV Wardha-Aurangabad

Transmission Line. Power grid has commissioned the 765 kV Wardha - Nizamabad D/C litte

along with the 765 I 400 kV Nizamabad GIS Substation well ahead of scheduled completion

time of May, 2018 this system will facilitate import of power frotn Westem Region rnainly

Chaftisgarh for which Long Term Access has been gmnted to Telangana'
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2. Substation
A substation is an electrical system with high-voltage capacity and can be used to control the

apparatus, generators, electrical circuits, etc. The Substations are mainly used to convert AC

(alternating current) to DC (direct current). Some types of substations are tiny in size with an

inbuilt transformer as well as related switches. Other types of substations are very huge with

different types of transformers, equipment, circuit breakers, and switches.

A substation is a part of an electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system.

Substations transform voltage from high to low, or the reverse, or perform any ofseveral other

important functions. Between the generating station and consumer, electric power may tlow

through several substations at different voltage levels. A substation may

include transformers to change voltage levels between high hansmission voltages and lower

distribution voltages, or at the intelconnection of two different transmission voltages.

Substations may be owned and operated by an electrical utility, oI may be owned by a large

industrial or commercial customer. Generally substations are unattended, relying

on SCADA for remote supervision and control.

The word substation comes from the days before the distribution system became a grid. As

central generation stations became larger, smaller generating plants were converted to

distribution stations, receiving their energy supply from a larger plant instead of using their

own generators. The first substations were connected to only one power station, where the

generators were housed, and were subsidiaries of that power station.

2.1 Equipments used in Substation

o Power Transformer

. Capacitor Bank

o SF6 Circuit Breaker

r Isolators

. Lightning Arrestor

. Current Transformer

r PotentialTransformer

o Relay

-l



2.1.1 Power Transformer

The Power transformer is a one kind oftransformer, that is used to transfer electrical energy in

any part of the electrical or electronic circuit between the generator and the distribution

primary circuits. These transformers are used in distribution systems to interface step up and

step down voltages. The common type of power transformer is liquid immersed and thc lit'e

span ofthese transformers is around 30 years. Power transformers can be classitjed into three

types based on the ranges. They are small power transformers, medium power transfbrmers

and large power transformers.

These transtbrmers transform the voltage. It holds a low voltage, high cunent circuit at onc

side ofthe transformer and on the other side ofthe transforrner it holds high voltagc los' curlcnt

circuit. Power transformer depends on the principle of Faradays induction. They' dcscrihe thc

power system into zones where every gear connected to the system is sized per the ratrngs set

by the power transformer.

2.1.2 Capacltor Bank

The demand of active power is expressed in Kilo Watts (kW) or Mega Watts (MW). This

power should be supplied from electrical generating station. All the arrangements in electrical

pomes system are done to meet up this basic requirement. Although in alternating power

system, reactive power always comes in to picture. This reactive power is expressed in Kilo
VAR or Mega VAR.
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The demand of this reactive power is mainly originated from inductive load connected to the

system. These inductive loads are generally electromagnetic circuit of electric motors,

electrical transformers, inductance of transmission and distribution networks, induction

fumaces, fluorescent lightings etc. This reactive power should be properly compensated

otherwise, the ratio of actual power consumed by the load, to the total power i.e. vector sum

of active and reactive power, of the system becomes quite less.

This ratio is altematively known as electrical power factor, and fewer ratios indicates poor

power I'actor of the system. If the power factor of the system is poor, the ampere burden of the

transmission, distribution network, transformers, altemators and other equipments connected

to the system, becomes high for required active power. And hence reactive power

compensation becomes so important.

2.1.3 5l'6 Clrcult Breaker

The sulphur hexafluoride gas (SF6) is an electronegative gas and has a strong tendency to

absorb free electrons. The contacts of the breaker are opened in a high-pressure flow sulphur

hexatluoride (SF6) gas and an arc is struck between them. The gas captures the conducting
free electrons in the arc to form relatively immobile negative ions. This loss of conducting

electrons in the arc quickly builds up enough insulation strength to extinguish the arc.

Comparing to other circuit breaker types, the SF6 circuit breakers have been found to be very

effective for high power and high voltage service.
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fig. (2.1.3)

SF6 CBs are available for all voltages ranging from 144to765 kV or even above. Conlinuous

currents up to 8000 A, and symmetrical intem.rpting ratings up to 63 kA at 765 kV and 80 kA
at 230 kV.

2.1.4 Isolators

The isolator is one type of switching device, and the main function of this is to make sure that

a circuit is totally not triggered in order to perlorm the preservation. These are also

recognizable like isolation switches to isolate the circuits. These switches are applicable in

industrial, distribution ofelectrical power, etc. High voltage type isolation switches are utilized
in substations for permitting isolation of equipment like transformers, circuit breakers.

Usually, the disconnector switch is not proposed for circuit control but it is for isolation.

Isolators are activated either automatically or manually. This article discusses an overview of
electrical isolator, tlpes and its applications.

The isolator can be deflned as; it is one type of mechanical switch used to isolate a fraction

ofthe electrical circuit when it is required. Isolator switches are used for opening an electrical

circuit in the no-load condition. It is not proposed to be opened while current flows through

the line. Generally, these are employed on circuit breaker both the ends thus the circuit breaker

repair can be done easily without any risk.
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2.1.5 Lightning Arrestor

A lightning arrester (altemative spelling lightning arrestor) (also called lightning dive(er) is a

device used on electric power systems and telecommunication systems to protect

the insulation and conductors of the system from the damaging effects of lightning. The typical

lightning arrester has a high-voltage terminal and a ground terminal. When a lightning surge

(or switching surge, which is very similar) travels along the power line to the arrester, the

current fiom the surge is diverted through the arrester, in most cases to earth.
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In telegraphy and telephony, a lightning arrester is placed where wires enter a stnrcture,

preventing damage to electronic insfiuments within and ensuring the safety of individuals near

them. Smaller versions of lightning arresters, also called surge protectors, are dcvices that are

connected between each electrical conductor in power and communications systcnls and the

Earth. These prevent the flow of the normal power or signal currents to ground, but provide a

path over which high-voltage lightning current tlows, bypassing the connccted equiprttent.

Their purpose is to limit the rise in voltage when a communications or power line is struck by

lightning or is near to a lightning strike.

2. 1.6 Current Transformer

A current transformer (CT) is a type of transformer that is used to measure altemating

current (AC). It produces a current in its secondary which is proportional to the current in its

primary.

Current transformers, along with voltage or potential transformers, are instrument

transformers. Instrument transformers scale the large values of voltage or current to small,

standardized values that are easy to handle for measuring instruments and protective relays.

The instrument transformers isolate measurement or protection circuits from the high voltage

of the primary system. A current transformer provides a secondary current that is accurately

proportional to the current flowing in its primary. The current transformer presents a negligible

load to the primary circuit.

Current transfofiners are the current-sensing units of the power system and are used at

generating stations, electrical substations, and in industrial and commercial electric power

distribution.

2. 1.7 Potential Transformer

Instrument transformers are high accuracy class electrical devices used to isolate or transform

voltage or current levels. The most common usage of instrument transformers is to operate

instruments or metering from high voltage or high current circuits, safely isolating secondary

control circuitry from the high voltages or currents. The primary winding of the transformer is

connected to the high voltage or high current circuit, and the meter or relay is connected to the

secondary circuit.

Instrument transformers may also be used as an isolation transformer so that secondary

quantities may be used in phase shifting without affecting other primary connected devices.

7



2.1.8 Relay

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically

operate a switch, but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state relays. Rclays

are used where it is necessary to control a circuit by a separate low-power signal, or wherc

several circuits must be controlled by one signal. The first relays were used in long

distance telegraph circuits as amplifiers: they repeated the signal coming in tiom one circuit

and re-transmitted it on another circuit. Relays were used extensively in telephone exchanges

and early computers to perform logical operations.

A type of relay that can handle the high power required to directly control an electric motor or

other loads is called a contactor. Solid-state relays control power circuits with no moving parts,

instead using a semiconductor device to perform switching. Relays with calibrated operating

characteristics and sometimes multiple operating coils are used to protect electrical circuits

fiom overload or faults; in modem electric power systems these functions are pertbrmed by

digital instruments still called "protective relays". A relay is used to switch on a high powered

circuit with a small current

Magtetic latching relays require one pulse of coil power to move their contacts in one

direction, and another, redirected pulse to move them back. Repeated pulses from the same

input have no effect. Magnetic latching relays are useful in applications where interrupted

power should not be able to transition the contacts.

8



From this visit, we got the information and practical knowledge about Power Distribution and

Transmission. Student got the knowledge about different protection devices used in substation.

They got the idea how to read the one line diagram ofpower substation using dilferent symbols

used in diagram. Student cleared out practical knowledge of transformer as how it step down

voltage 400 KV to 220 KV. They also got knowledge about new SCADA based system as you

can operate substation by manually or by command from computer using SCADA system and

PLC programming. We leamed different facets of working within a well established industry.

Related to our study we leamed more about the translbrmer, circuit breaker, relay. lightning

arrester, etc.

9
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Gaikwad S lr and ead of the Deoartments Prof. Radharaman Shaha Sir and
our faculties who oive us a great guidance reoarding trainino and instruct us
the imoortance of trainino in electrical field. So we decided to take visit in 765
KV Substation. Wrdha

GENERAL INFORMATION

POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

Power Grid Corporation of lndia Ltd. (POWERGRID) is

involved in a long-term plan for the development of an lndian National
Transmission

Network to make efficient usage of generating capacity. As a part of
strengthening of

national grid, POWERGRID has developed series of High Voltage Direct
Current

(HVDC) inter-regional links between North, East, South and Western Regions
of lndia's Power system.An electrical substation is a subsidiary station of an
electricity generation, transmission and distribution system where voltage is
transformed from hlgh to low or the reverse using transformers. Electric
power may flow through several substations between generating plant and

consumer, and may be changed in voltage in several steps.

Sub-stations

1 Connect of/65/400KV Sub-station at Seoni

2 Connect 4OOl22OK)'l SuFstation at Akola and Aurangabad

3 construction of New 4fi) l22o Kl at sub-station at wardha with 765KV

Transmission Line



1 Seoni - Wardha 765KV S/C Transmission Line (275 kilometres)

2 Wardha - Akola 400KV D/C Transmission Line (184 kilometres)

3 Akola - Aurangabad 400KV D/C Transmission Line (265 kilometres)



WHAT WE LEARN?

Students of 6h semester Electrical Engineering will get the idea of electrical
power transmission and distribution. Students will also get familiar with
circuit breaker,isolator, bus bar, Protective relays, Lightening arresters,
Load break switches, reactor.

. ln addition they explained about and various protection equipmentOnl6 h

feb. ,2019(Saturday) al 12:30 pm we reached at Wrdha Sub Station.

lntroduction About Single Line Diaoram. Different Protection Eouioment.

At the beginning, one of the assistant engineer explained all the essential
component of the 44O|220KV substation and explained one line diagram of
wardha substation

l)Different Protection Equipment:

Circuit breakers, Transformers, Protective relays, Lightening
arresters, Load break switches,

2)Reactor:lt is absorbing reactor power from system.When the system
voltage is high.lt has air core,oil filled ONAN type.

4) Sulfu. hexafluoride circuit breakers protect eleCtrica loowe r stations and
distribution systems by interrupting electric currents, when tripped by
a rotective rela . lnstead of oil, air, or a vacuum, a sulfur hexafluoride
circuit breaker uses sutfur hexaflUoride (SF6) gas to cool and quench the
arc on opening a circuit. Advantages over other media include lower
operating noise and no emission of hot gases, and relatively low
maintenance. Developed in the 1950s and onward, SFo circuit breakers are

I



widely used in electrical grids at transmission voltages up to 800 kV, as

generator circuit breakers. .r

5.Lightening arresters:A lightning arrester (alternative spelling !ightning
arrestor) (also called lightning diverter) is a device used on electric
power systems and telecommunication systems to protect
the insulation and conductors of the system from the damaging effects
of liqhtnino. The typical lightning arrester has a hiqh-voltaoe terminal and a
ground terminal. When a lightning surge (or switching surge, which is very
similar) travels along the power line to the arrester, the current from the
surge is diverted through the arrester, in most cases to earth.

ln teleoraphv and telephonv, a lightning arrester is placed where wires
enter a structure, preventing damage to electronic instruments within and
ensuring the safety of individuals near them. Smaller versions of lightning
arresters, also called suroe orotectors , are devices that are connected
between each electrical conductor in power and communications systems
and the Earth. These prevent the flow of the normal power or signal
currents to ground, but provide a path over which high-voltage lightning
current flows, bypassing the connected equipment. Their purpose is to limit
the rise in voltage when a communications or power line is struck by
lightning or is near to a lightning strike.

6) Suspension insulators

ofthe unit is unchanged, so the insulator string stays rogether. Highef
voltage transmission lines usually use modular suspension insulator
designs. The wires are suspended from a 'string' of identical disc-shaped
insulators that attach to each other with metal clevis pin or ball and socket
links. The advantage of this design is that insulator strings with
different breakdown voltaoes, for use with different line voltages, can be
constructed by using different numbers of the basic units. Also, if one of the

i
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insulator units in the string breaks, it can be replaced without discarding the
entire string.

Each unit is constructed of a ceramic or glass disc with a metal cap and pin
cemented to opposite sides. To make defective units obvious, glass units
are designed so that an overvoltage causes a puncture arc through the
glass instead of a flashoverh

7) circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to
protect an electrical circuit from damage caused by excess current from an
overload or short circuit. lts basic function is to interrupt current flow after a
fault is detected. Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then must be
replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or automatically) to
resume normal operation.

Circuit breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect
low-current circuits or individual household appliance, up to
large switchqear designed to protect hiqh voltaqe circuits feeding



CONCLUSION

From this visit, we got the information and practical knowledge about
Power Transmission. Student got the knowledge about different protection
devices used in substation. They got the idea how to read the one line
diagram of power substation using different symbols used in diagram.
Student cleared out practical knowledge of transformer .They also got
knowledge about new SCADA based system as you can operate
substation by manually or by command from computer using SCADA
system and PLC programming. Students were benefited from this visit as
they got chance to discussion with assistant engineers working at
Substation

Thank You
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